**An immersive experience**

**Soldier of Orange**, in its sixth straight year of sellouts, is the ‘Hamilton’ of the Netherlands.

By Lillis Blasser

A converted hanger at the former Vliegbasis Rosmalen Air Base in Katwijk, about 40 minutes southwest of Amsterdam, is the theater home to a huge hand-motion-sensing stage that seats about 300 and rotates about 100 feet in diameter.

As the show begins, the entire stage starts to rotate, raising the front of a 180-degree panorama. A large, synchronized curtain slides open to reveal a hand-motion-sensing stage with other scenes: a ballroom staged for a wedding; a German interrogation cell. Six projectors display video footage on four large cinema screens that move simultaneously — includes hanger doors opening to the audience watching action on a rotating stage — with authentic DC3 Dakota aircraft taxiing inside. The exiled Queen Wilhelmina steps out to a cheering, standing ovation newsreel footage and dogfight sequences on four large cinema screens that move simultaneously.

A beige student is dragged to a firing squad in a scene from the mega-scale Dutch musical, "Soldier of Orange".

The immersivestaging—some- thing new and different from the standard — includes hanger doors opening to the audience watching action on a rotating stage — with authentic DC3 Dakota aircraft taxiing inside. The exiled Queen Wilhelmina steps out to a cheering, standing ovation newsreel footage and dogfight sequences on four large cinema screens that move simultaneously — includes hanger doors.

TWEET: "Soldier of Orange," in its sixth straight year of sellouts, is the ‘Hamilton’ of the Netherlands. In a converted hanger at the former Vliegbasis Rosmalen Air Base in Katwijk, about 40 minutes southwest of Amsterdam, is the theater home to a huge hand-motion-sensing stage that seats about 300 and rotates about 100 feet in diameter.

As the show begins, the entire stage starts to rotate, raising the front of a 180-degree panorama. A large, synchronized curtain slides open to reveal a hand-motion-sensing stage with other scenes: a ballroom staged for a wedding; a German interrogation cell. Six projectors display video footage on four large cinema screens that move simultaneously — includes hanger doors opening to the audience watching action on a rotating stage — with authentic DC3 Dakota aircraft taxiing inside. The exiled Queen Wilhelmina steps out to a cheering, standing ovation newsreel footage and dogfight sequences on four large cinema screens that move simultaneously — includes hanger doors.

A beige student is dragged to a firing squad in a scene from the mega-scale Dutch musical, "Soldier of Orange."